Velocity

VELOCITY® is Microspace’s
high-speed video, data, and
audio broadcasting service.
VELOCITY provides a perfect solution for
businesses that require economical
and reliable video or high-speed data
delivery to multiple locations. Compared
to terrestrial solutions, VELOCITY is quicker and
easier to implement along with having, in many
cases, significant cost savings.

Content
Delivery
You Can
Depend On
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VELOCITY allows an organization to
create its own private business network
and deliver critical programming related
specifically to the organization. This could
include employee training, corporate announcements, file or software downloads,
just to name a few. Microspace understands how to build and support a private
network and how it can positively affect a
company’s ability to communicate.
VELOCITY’s cost is based on the
bandwidth needs of your organization—
your monthly recurring charge is a fixed
amount. The cost per site to provide video
is quite economical and actually decreases
when sites are added to the network, the
inverse of terrestrial network costs which
climb as sites are added.
As with other Microspace services,
VELOCITY uses a small antenna with
an inexpensive digital receiver for the
remote site. Content is then passed on to
a TV/monitor, computer or your corporate
LAN, depending on the application.

VELOCITY Video
A VELOCITY Video Channel is the
ideal way of providing employee training,
corporate communications, human resource information or any other company
proprietary information to all locations.
Microspace’s video channels are also fully
addressable so you have complete control over which location receives specific
content. Worried about the security of
your content? Don’t! VELOCITY video
is fully secure using the latest encryption
technology to insure your content will
always be safe.

VELOCITY Data
Microspace has been broadcasting data
since the late 1980’s. We are recognized as
an industry leader, with the top financial
information, weather data and paging
data providers as long-term clients. These
customers count on Microspace to reach
hundreds of thousands of sites each day

with high-quality, time-sensitive information and many other forms of critical data.
Since our customers depend on Microspace to deliver their content, we have
engineered our VELOCITY product to
exceed 99.95% availability on an annual
basis. Ask a terrestrial provider to make
this claim!
Because each site is fully addressable and
specific sites can receive specific programming, you are in complete control of your
network. The cost per site is very economical and actually decreases as you add
locations to your network.
The ability to deliver large amounts of
information and a combination of various
forms of video and data is an absolute necessity for most organizations. VELOCITY provides the customer with both data
and video broadcast options at a cost that
is based on your network’s bandwidth
needs. It’s also fully scalable so bandwidth
upgrades can be accomplished in minutes.

Microspace’s video channels are fully
addressable so you have complete
control over which location receives
specific content.
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VELOCITY provides
the customer
with both data and
video broadcast
options at a cost that
is based on
your network’s
bandwidth needs.

Need to deliver files but not every day?
VELOCITY File Forward is a highspeed data delivery service that provides a
perfect solution for businesses that require
economical high-speed file delivery to
multiple locations, but only on an occasional basis.

VELOCITY
MICROBURST

VELOCITY
File Forward

VELOCITY MICROBURST allows
VELOCITY data users to acquire occasional “bursts” of additional bandwidth.
Many content delivery requirements call
for a weekly or possibly a monthly update
of new content to supplement their daily
delivery. This type of content update is
best served by a technology that allows
users to increase the data rate of their
fixed rate Microspace channel for short,
medium or longer periods of time. Users
not only pick the amount of time but also
select the data rate to be utilized during
that period of bursty traffic.

VELOCITY File Forward allows you to
send business critical information inexpensively without paying for a full-time
satellite channel or signing a long-term
satellite contract. It’s ideal for multimedia
content delivery, IP multicasting, kiosk
networks or corporate intranets.
VELOCITY File Forward’s cost is based
only on the amount of data you send.
No paying for unused bandwidth. Your
content can be sent to Microspace’s uplink
facility via the Internet. The content is
then broadcast to your remote sites instantaneously.
VELOCITY File Forward also utilizes
a small site antenna (typically .9 meter),
LNB, and digital data receiver.
The ability to inexpensively send large
amounts of information to many locations
is a necessity. VELOCITY File Forward
provides the customer with a digital file
delivery option at a cost that is based on
your actual file delivery requirements.
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What’s VELOCITY MICROBURST?
It’s a new satellite offering developed by
Microspace to meet the demands of an
organization’s “bursty” content delivery
demands.

It’s really the best of both worlds—getting high bandwidth satellite delivery and
paying for it ONLY when you need it. No
need to pay for an additional 1, 2.5 or even
5 Mbps when you only need it for 1, 3 or
maybe 5 days.
Let VELOCITY MICROBURST
compliment your fixed rate VELOCITY
channel.
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Microspace Communications
3100 Highwoods Boulevard
Suite 120
Raleigh, NC 27604-1033
USA
Phone: (919) 850-4500
Fax: (919) 850-4518
microspace.com
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Want to Check
out our Video?
Scan this QR Code.
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